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Abstract. In the world vast of oil is extracted, especially in China. Respec-
tively produce associated petroleum gas is in a large volume. There are geo-
ecological problems in the utilization of associated petroleum gas. In connection
with the increasing requirements for the preservation of the state of the bio-
sphere in China, the process of modernization was begun. Chinese modern-
ization of associated petroleum gas utilization is presented.
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1 Introduction

Associated petroleum gas (after this APG) is a mixture of various gaseous hydrocar-
bons dissolved in oil and released in the process of extraction and preparation of oil.
The oil gases also include gases released in the operations of thermal processing of oil
(cracking, reforming, hydrotreating, etc.), consisting of saturated and unsaturated
(methane, ethylene) hydrocarbons.

From geology, APG is often formed during the Ordovician and Silurian periods.
Sometimes it is built late to the Cretaceous. (Vorobiev and Zhang 2018).

2 Methods and Approaches

The PRC’s world ranking in oil production is quite high and, accordingly, the volumes
of simultaneously produced associated gas are very significant. In 2011–2013 in China,
APG was provided in the amount of 27.3, 28.9, 30.2 billion m3. In addition, the share
of production took more than 5.1% in the world.

Previously, in China, APG was traditionally considered not as a valuable resource,
but as a by-product of oil production, the simplest method of which utilization is flaring
in many fields, especially in Northeast China.
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3 Results and Discussion

Associated gas recovery technology using membrane separation is based on the fol-
lowing steps:

– removing micro solid particles, crude oil and heavy hydrocarbon emulsion con-
tained in associated gas;

– after preliminary impurity removal, heating up to 590 °C in a heat exchanger;
– introducing into a liquid rotary compressor;
– introducing the heated gas into a desulfurization tank, and desulfurizing;
– introducing the desulfurized gas into a membrane separator, and separating;
– introducing the gas from the membrane separator to a molecular sieve tank, and

performing deep desulfurization and decarburization;
– cooling to obtain the product (Mo 2013).

This technological process is quite simple and convenient in industrial operation,
and besides, it is characterized by low operating costs, high recovery rate and can be,
after a little adaptation, widely circulated.

4 Conclusions

Associated petroleum gas will become a valuable raw material for further processing.
China’s economy needs to use APG to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Modernization of processing of APG in China and its prospects lie in the area of

increasing the efficiency of processing of associated gas, reducing energy consumption
in the course of processing, flexible operation, convenient installation and operation.
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